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STATES OF AI'>IERICA טITE אtN THE U טUFACTURE :י.: MA 
NEW(S) POEMS: 
Y. L. TELLER'S 
LIDER FUN DER TSAYT(UNGj 
b), 
KEN FRIEDEN 
Y. L. Teller's poetry under\\'ent radical transformations in the 1930s, and 
its shifting forms \vere representative of the age. Innuenced by the intro-
spectivists, Teller excluded proper names, identifiable places, and definite 
time from his early poems. By the end of the decade, hO\\'ever, he had de-
\'eloped a st)'le that drew heavily from news reports. The relationship 
between poetry and journalism became a matter of dispute in American 
Yiddish literature during these years, when Arn Glants-Leyeles and Yankev 
Glatshteyn \vere among the leading poets who dirtied their hands with news-
print .1 
Rcscarch Icading to the completion of this essay was supporled by granls from Ihe Nalion<ll 
Endo\\'ment for Ihe Humanilies, Ihe American Council of Learned Socielies, the Memorial 
Foundation for Jewish Cullure, and the Yad Hanadiv/Barecha Foundalion. Avraham Nover· 
shlern provided helpful advice during Ihe final stages of wriling and revision. 
r log. whilc GlaIShlc)'n ~ 1. In Ihe 1930s, Glants·Leyeles conlribuled frequenl arlicles 10 D 
Glalshleyn emplo)'ed Ihe pseudon)'m ן.r tnorgn zhurna ~ wrotc cullural and polilical essa)'s for D 
llskus" until his virulenl poem "Good Night, \Vorld" \\'as reprinted in this nC\\'spaper on " 
M<lY 8, 1938, and he subsequenlly introduced the Sunday column "Prost un poshet" under his 
. actual name 
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-The dedication does not convey empty praise. Leyeles's Fobius Lind. pub 
lished in 1937, attracted and heartened Teller; its combination ofa personal 
tone \vith political contents found resonant echoes in Teller's Lider filn der 
. 1') 1S0 
ne month after Teller inscribed his book of new poems to Leyeles, the ס
older poet reviewed it favorably in Der 1og. Leyeles wrote: "Y. L. Teller is a 
poet, a modern poet, and at the same time-a journalist .... It sometimes 
happens that journalistic elements steal their way into poetry-which is no 
misfortune . ... None of this was understood just 20-25 years ago. The 
Leyeles's review alludes to changing .נייpoets themselves were very naive 
literary theories and practices during the previous decade: the journalistic 
context ofTeller's Lider !un der 1sayl had been anticipated by the writings of 
Glatshteyn, Leyeles, and others. For example, based on his trip to Poland in 
) 1938 ( 1934, Glatshteyn produced the travel narratives Ven Yosh iz ge!oren 
1111 ! en (1940). Even more striking is his novel E1//i וו/and Ven Yash iz geku 
. Kor! (1940), which deals with the fate of two children in Nazi Vienna 
Because Glatshteyn had no direct experience ofVienna in the late 1930s, his 
-descriptions necessarily rely on newspaper reports. Specifically, Glat 
shteyn's novel En/i! un Kor! probably borrowed details from a series of 
By ~ ed from Nazi Vienna. חarticles by Teller concerning a Jewish family·that 
. O\V in only one direction חuence חno means did in 
T\vo sections of Leyeles's Fobius Li1/d are especially relevant to Teller's 
third book: "Mornings and Nights" and "To You-To Me." Many of these 
, poems bear traces of Leyeles's close association \vith Der log. For instance 
the poem "War" opens \vith an epigraph that quotes an unnamed source 
: concerning Filippo Tommaso Marinetti 
, 1arinetti, father offuturism .זPoel " 
I off 10 Ethiopia eרז'\\ also 
10 enhance the glory 
 of Mussolini's army ."נ
• r ~ II ~ in Dtr (og. December 11, 1940; excerplcd in Yehuda Le}'b T 3,נ. A. Glanls [Leyeles 
. 238 . "li(: Lidtr (Tel Aviv, 1975), p ~ ln g /ז. D/lrkh )·idi 
, 1 r ~ mb ~ c ~ , Illorgn :hurnal, November 21-24, 28, 30, and D ~ 4. See Tellc:r's arlicles in D 
. 1938 
. 92 . 5. A. Glanls·Lc:yc:lc:s, "Milkhomc," in Fabius Lilld (New York, 1937), p 
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, In 1930, at the age of eighteen, Teller published his first book of poems 
lbo!n. and also began his career as a journalist. Teller's second collection וSi1 
-of poems, Minia11"". appeared in 1934, ""hile he \vas ""riting frequent arti 
, cles for Der n/orgn zhurna! on topics as diverse as American Nazi groups 
Yeshiva College, and sex crimes in New York. Until this point Teller's 
poetry still showed no trace of his \vorldly employment. The moment of 
truth for his poetic and journalistic careers came in April 1937, \vhen he set 
1937 sail for Europe. During \'isits to Poland, Germany, and Austria in May 
and January-February 1939, he witnessed international crises and began to 
. integrate these experiences into his verse 
The decisive period in Teller's literary activity stretched from 1937 until 
. 1940 s, Lider !un der 1S0)'1, in ןhe published his third and last book of poen 
These ne\v poems \\'ere simultaneously news poems: they were fil11 der 
. g-from the ne\\'spaper 1וsoyl-of the time or age, and also !U11 der 1S0)'(/l1 
While Teller did not print his poems in ne\\'spapers, instead sending them to 
. and other journals, he dre\v inspiration from his \\'ork as a journalist וzikl וJ1 
s about world events, but allo\\'ed his וThe author never simply v.'rote poen 
-two modes of expression to interact. In any case, Teller was an uncon\'en 
tional ne\vspaper v.'riter whose diverse stories sometimes resembled fiction 
more than factual accounts; they often relied on intervie\\'s \vith anonymous 
-sources and \Vere occasionally referred to as "travel scenes" or "impres 
sions." These narrative intertexts are relevant to the interpretation of 
. Teller's poems 
: Teller gave Le)'eles a copy of Lider !U1/ der (50)'{ \vith this inscription 
I.f< (ץי"יr ץ.'\ -
 r , \ ....ד
J,.ll (י> \. \> \ .... , .. >די~ 
 ,) \ ~ '\ ': , 1ז ,~,',-:: '.ן , oץ"ין_ \~
\( I ,ז..... ",' ,'_ "\ L -"" \' (.\,\]\ '-'י 
-. ~ '\ ~.,,, ... •.• \~ ·ו--·ו
;;, 
To A, Leycles-
Knowing full \\'ell that 
Without Fabius Lind our 
poetic path \\'ould 
have been gloomier. 
.\ /' 
/ 
J .... " ." i .. i '~ \ , . '(" 
 I Jיי
 Iי 10'
Y. L. Teller, Nov. 5, 
1940.2 
. his book is in Ihe priv31c collc:clion of Ken Frieden 2 .ז 
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" responds to the trial and execution of a "good shoemaker ךLeyeles's poen 
-and a "poor fish-peddler." One part even takes on the persona of the con 
-demned, in dialogue with the warden and executioner. This political direc 
tion may not have been the height of Leyeles's poetic career, yet-in 
-conjunction v.'ith the work of Moyshe-Leyb Halpern and Yankev Glat 
-shteyn-it apparently encouraged the young Teller in his poetic develop 
. ment 
. er's first two books of poems owe profound debts to Glatshteyn ןןTe 
There are even thematic parallels, as between Teller's "\Vild Song" and 
1934 Glatshteyn's "In Smoke."·· The former exemplifies the tone ofTeller's 
: volume 
Following a poetic reflection on the futurists' talk of "the function of the 
pen," Leyeles concludes: 
Listen, poets, listen: 
Have no part in these Iires, no share in murder; 
Just scrub, scour, and re\'eal 
The true, the pure \vord .6 
, I \\'ill take you wild,like frost 
And draw forth sweat 
. esh חFrom your 
This final plea distills Leyeles's persistent attitude to\vard poetry and poli-
tics in the early 1930s. The poetic voice explicitly demands that poems 
remain unspoiled by politica1 power, and the tit]e "War" a1so names the 
poet's literary battle. This does not prevent Leye1es from citing, as the 
epigraph to another poem, "a correspondence from J\10sco\v in an Ameri-
can newspaper." \Vhile the quotation deals favorab1y \vith the Soviet Five-
Year Plan (] 928-32), the poetic voice is skeptical: 
\\'e will drift 
Through blinding fumes 
I\nd you will soak me in 
Likc smoke. 
Even more willl b!ess the ne\vs ofthe Plan 
Vhen in sun-filled homes \ 
, Contentment replaces the harshness of da)'s 
 Covering o\'er the harsher \\'eeks .ך
Night will rush past 
-Vith clouds and rivers \ 
ocks ח, Over us 
 \ Vith barren cries . 1ב
11 : Leyeles doubts political solutions, but he does not exclude the politic 
-t ne\vs reports sig חdimension from his poetry. The incorporation of curre 
. expansion of scope for the \vaning introspective school חnaled a 
s in Leyeles's FabillS Lilld repeatedly allude to historica] places וThe poen 
and dates, bearing titles such as "Biro-Bidzhan," "Portrait 1933," and 
-g medi חMoscow Night, End of December 1934."8 Most striking is the ]o " 
". 1927 tation provoked by the Sacco and Vanzetti case, entit1ed "America 
-Like many related poems, inc1uding Moyshe-Leyb Halpern's "Sacco 
day,"IO חzetti on MO חVanzetti"g and Yankev Glatshteyn's "Sacco and Va 
-Here language refracts a sexual fantasy through dreamy, symbolic intensi 
fiers. Di YUIIge had anticipated this kind of private poetic voice, while the 
d חlis(11 introduced the experimentalism associated with free verse a ןl1Izik 
agery. Teller's early poems merge subjective emotions and natural וirreal in 
. figuration, \vhile keeping an absolute distance from contemporary politics 
un der ISa}'I, in contrast, is permeated by ןTeller's collection of Lider 
-g \vith "No-Man's-Land" ("Keynems חces to politica1 crises. Starti חrefere . 93 . 6. Ibid., p 
. 234 . 7. "Trilionike vor," ibid .• p 
v ן;rsh ו:lion of "Moscow Night, End of Deccmber 1934," scc Benjamin H ~ 8. For a Iransl 
. 153-155 . and Barbara Harshav, eds., A "Jt'ri('an Yiddish POt.'lry (Berkeley, Calif., 1986), pp 
9. 1\1oyshe-Le)'b Halpern, MO)'sht Lt.')·b Halpern (New York, 1934), vol. 1, pp. 57-58. For 
. translations of "Sacco- Vanzclti," sec Harshav and Harshav, Anltrican Yiddish PO('lr)·. pp 
437-439, and Ir\'ing Ho"'c. RUlh R. \Visse. and Khone Shmeruk, cds., Tht Pt'ngllill 800k oj 
. 212-214 . Modtrn Yiddish I/t.'rst.' (New York, 1987), pp 
. 52-63 . lshIC)'n, Krt.'dos (New York, 1929), pp 10:ו. Y:1nkcv GI 
11 . GI~lshteyn's pocm "In ro)'kh" forms part of ln :ikh: A :anllung introspt.'kti,'t' lidl'r (New 
York, 1920). pp. 59-60, and Yankt.'v Glats/ltt.')·n (Ncw York, 1921), pp. 50-51. 
12 . "Vild gez:1ng," in Tcllcr, Durkh )'idishn gt.'mit: Lidt.'r. p. 58; this translation is my own . 
For anolher English translalion of "\Vild Song." see Harshav and Harshav. AnJtri('an Yiddish 
Po('tr)'. pp. 517-519. A Hebrew translation is contained in Y. L. Tcller. J.{il'khar shirinJ. trans. 
D~n 1\1 iron (Tcl Aviv. 1986). p. 93. 
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-anti-Semitism. His poetic de\'elopment was also marked by mounting ten 
. sion bet\veen personal perception and historical events 
eller's poem "Jews of Brisk Speak" is a collective monologue, assuming ז
as its implicit point of reference the days after the Brisk pogrom.IS In the 
first-person plural, the townspeople describe their efforts to repair the 
: pogrom damage 
. e wounds still fester ןSon 
The \\'idow's daughter 
Will rush to boiling water 
. At the sight of a man 
. land"), a sequence of poems deals with the aftermath of tragic occurrences 
y with "Jews of Brisk Speak" and "Hitler's חhe present analysis deals brie ז
March into Vienna," and concentrates on two other poems that approach 
tragedies in Jewish history: "Jud Suss Oppenheimer During His First Visit 
-to Professor Sigmund Freud" and "Sigmund Freud at the Age of Eighty 
he difference between these texts comes into sharp focus in the light ז". wo ז
of the author's newspaper work. In some cases, contemporary events are 
-necessary background for the poems, \vhile in others the imaginative re 
. creation attains an independent status 
eller reached \Varsaw before the pogrom in Brisk (Brest-Litovsk) of ז
1ay 13, 1937. Although he did not himself witness the destruction, he ~ 
. lorgll zl"""al חsubsequently \'isited the town and gave his report to Der 
he streets ha\'e been cleaned "18 :ז eller describes 8risk as he sa\v it on May ז
up, but the shops still stand with knocked-out windows, \\'ith torn-do\vn 
he shops look like large dark caves. If you go inside, )'OU still see ז. doors 
our, torn merchandise."13 He 31so חoverturned tables, broken chairs, spil1ed 
-records his meeting v.'ith a tearfu1 woman and her daughter, v.'hose apart 
ent is empty except for "a broken tab1e and some crates that are being ךn 
: other describes \vhat happened ךhe n ז". used as chairs 
\Ve climb up on ladders 
\Vith nails between our teeth 
A nd patch the broken frames. 
(16-18) 
he speakers a1so discuss their anxiety about wounds that may not hea1 so ז
readily. One ofthe most vivid stanzas refers to a traumatized gir1 1ike the one 
: e11er's news report זdescribed in 
(30-33) 
e11er conve)'s a girl's sense ז, Vith sexual vio1ence the unspoken assumption \ 
. of being impure and of needing to be cleansed whenever a man 100ks at her 
-Rather than merely repeating the journalistic 1anguage, the image-of a dis 
turbed, compulsive reaction-reverses Tel1er's account of a girl \vho refuses 
-to wash after narrowly escaping rape. In another case, Teller's poem por 
trays a man who is ashamed of his failure to resist the pogrom: "Yankl 
" akh will never forgive / The cov.'ardice of his oaken [denlbelle] hands ךSteln 
hese lines stand in a c10se re1ationship to Teller's ne\vspaper 34-35 (.ז ( 
description of a man who comments ruefully: "1 have hands, 1 have 
shoulders, 1 have strength-but \vhere was 1 when the gO)Jinl raged? 1 hid 
indoors . . .. 1, Yankl Oak [dell1b], went into hiding."16 Te11er combines his 
ey stole everything .... But worst of al1 is that"-and she points to her ןTI " 
daughter, a girl who is sitting on a crate in the dark room. She is dishevc:led 
I chased her and tore ,וand stares straight ahead with vacant eyes. "The sJ,ko/si 
her dress. Suddenly they saw ho\v their friends across the \\'ay \verc: robbing a 
-large \varehouse. So they ran over there and 1eft my daughter. But sincc: Thurs 
day she \"on't wash herse1f or comb her hair ... . '1 don't \\'ant to wash . For 
• I?"'I ,וhom should I wash, for the shkotsi '\\ 
, uenced by the conventions of both fiction and sensationalistic reporting חIn 
-e11er never emplo)'ed a merely factual approach; he a1ways dealt \vith per ז
-sonal experiences, attitudes, or reactions. The course of his journalism sud 
denly turned, however, when his human-interest stories became part of 
efforts to grasp an overwhelming historical calamity, the intensification of 
, 38-39 . r jun der /sa)'/ (New York, 1940). pp ~ 15. "Brisker yidn rcdn," in Y. L. Tcller, Lid 
r. pp. 100-101. Translations are my own, cited from tho: original ~ nlil: Lid ~ n g ו/and D"rkh .1·idis 
by line alone. For an English tr3nslation of thc entire poem, entitled "The Jews of Brisk." seo: 
· iddish Verse, pp. 658-662. A 11c:brew tr3nslation is con ץlIgllill Book oj Modern ~ Ho\ve et 31 .. P 
, 117-118 . t3inc:d in Teller, Mil'khar shirim, pp 
, 8 . May 31, 1937, p 16,ו. Der I//orgn :hl"na 
May 31, 1937, p. 3. The genera1 title oftwo artic1es ran: "Groyl fun ו,a וurl /ו= orgn 13ו. Der II 
IOr'; tho: subtitlc וrder Briskc:r pogrom \'ert geshildert in ts"ey korc:spondentsic:s tsum Morgn :hll 
". bazukht Brisk bald nokh di gesho:nishn וforgn :hurna ~ eller's article W3S "Sheliekh (un , זfor 
. 8 . 14. Ibid., p 
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Teller's figure of Jud Siiss broadens the analytic session with Freud. from 
the outset. by mentioning the Wandering Jew. 
( 1-7) 
diverse impressions and interviews by writing a collective monologue that 
gives voice to the stunned Jewish community of Brisk. His perspeclive \vas 
no longer that of an individual writer at home in Ne\v York. but had 
. expanded to include that of distant pogrom victims 
The most extraordinary of the six sections that compose Teller's Lider 
aking ןis the cycle of six poems entitled "Psychoanalysis." 8y n )ויsa וder ווu ! 
Sigmund Freud the subject of these poems. Teller implicilly challenges the 
great interpreter to explain the catastrophes of the Jewish people in the 
• t\ventieth century. Teller had studied psychology at Columbia University 
and even visited Freud in Vienna during his travels of May 1937. 17 Teller 
" conveys something of this encounter in the first of his "Ps)'choanalysis 
poems. published in October 1937: "Jud Siiss Oppenheimer During His 
First Visit to Professor Sigmund Freud."11 The persona of Jud Siiss echoes 
Yehuda Leyb Teller's chosen English name: Judd. At lhe same time. the 
author displaces his actual meeting onto a fantasy session bet\\'een this 
notorious Jewish personage and Freud. Rather than employ the firsl-person 
pronoun. lhen. Teller \'eils the autobiographical aspect by generalizing his 
recent encounter. The group portrait merges a multilude ofpast and present 
Je\vs. staging a scene of collective psychoanalysis in .... ,hich Teller's silent 
. Freud listens to an outcry of the Jewish people in their exilic condition 
11 ~ Jud Siiss Oppenheimer (1698/99-1738) \vas a court Je\v and (jnanci 
adviser to the duke of\Viirttemberg. In 1925. Lion Feucht\vanger published 
ss, based on his life; an English translation 1וa popular historical novel. Jud S 
appeared the next year. with an American edition entitled POI,'er in 1927. In 
anti-Semitic propaganda. Jud Siiss became a symbol of rUlhless Je\\'ish 
. praclices 
That's you-the Wandering Jew. 
From Esau's lullaby. from the Gentiles' legend. 
And 1 am your nephew-Jud Siiss Oppenheimer. 
You prophet. who see far, see clearly, and see through, 
\Vill probably say that I-am not 1. 
That the one who burns for balls and shikses 
Is not-Jud Siiss. 
-In this opening stanza. Teller's persona Jud Siiss identifies Freud as a repre 
sentative of the legendary Wandering Jew (der e),biker )'id), and describes 
himself as a close relative. Thus the psychoanalysis of Jud Siiss suggests an 
-e רanal)'sis of centuries of European Jewish life. The identity of Jud Siiss imn 
diately comes into question when he anticipates Freud's observation that 
-I-am not 1," The unconscious or collective desires of Jud Siiss do not con " 
-to his more conscious decisions; he emerges as a symbol of assimila ןforn 
. irtation with \Vestern culture and financial po .... 'er חtion and the 
: The persona of Jud Siiss proceeds to unfold his collective case history 
1\1y lineage: traders in whc:at and barley 
\Vho stealthily placed false \veights 
Onto the scalc:s .. . . 
, lmud students who encircled thc:msc:lves with barbed wire ו;T 
-And-\vith fetterc:d steps 
, Like prisoners in an inner court 
.... Skipped insidc: a circle of negative commandments 
mild shado\v-people ר-AII of then 
. From the Gamzu tribe 
ellc:r and 17 .ז. Yacl Fcldman inaccuratcly statcs that Teller visitcd Freud in 1938: sec "Y. L 
eller rc:fcrs 57 1983 (: 36 .ז (Septcmbcr ,חnoi נA{o נ,the Tradition of Yiddish Imagism" [Hcbrew 
. 3 . hurllol, )\iarch 14, 1938, p נto his visit of thc previous )'c:ar in Der IIlorgn 
18. "Jud Siiss Oppcnheimc:r af zayn ershtn bazukh baym Profcssor Sigmund Frcud," first 
. ikh, October 1937, pp. 91-92: col lected in Lider jun der 1.<0)'1. pp נn ןprinted in the journal 
47-48, and Durkh )'idishn gelllit. pp. 109-111. Translations arc my own, cited from the origin:ll 
by line alone. I have consulted the rc:ndering by Benj3min and Barbara Harshav in Alllericon 
eaks Its )\1ind ויYiddish 1'0e".I', pp. 521-523. A shortcr vcrsion of the poem, entitled "Famil)' S 
ln ןז. Before Professor Sigmund Freud," \\'3S collected in the posthumous volume Durkh )·idi 
. t'. pp .זh Vt'r .זgt'lllit, p. 112, and translated in Howe ct al., 1't'llguin Book oj Alodt'rll Yiddi 
 A Hebrcw translation by Dan )\1iron is contained in Tellcr's Afi"khor shirill .662-664.ו p.וי
. 122-124 
Flatterers who carried the Torah scrolls 
1 n processions to the bishop, 
Combed the dust with their beards, 
And crawled backwards 
Toward him who bears the cross. 
(12-14, \8-21,23-29) 
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Freud in a position to interpret Jud Suss. The timeless character of this 
imaginary encounter emerges as Teller's Jud Suss depicts Freud as a 
medieval miracle-worker: "They say that at night / You mix herbs in boil-
ing water" (45-46). Here and at the start of the poem, Jud Siiss addresses 
Freud as the Wandering Je\v, associating psychoanalysis with myths of the 
Je\v "in Gentile legend" (2). I n his first visit to Freud, then, Jud Suss turns 
the tables and begins to analyze the professor, figured as a medieval healer. 
Later identifying Freud with the biblical Joseph, who interpreted Pharaoh's 
dreams as prophesying famine, the poem asks Freud to play the prophetic 
role he al\vays refused: 
, ZII le-(OI'a וווAfter every mishap. the proverbial Gamzu commented: Ga 
Even this is for the best." According to Jud Suss, his ancestors have been " 
atter, and imprison themselves \\'ithin the commandments ח• illing to cheat ',, 
for the sake of survival. They \\'ere "mild shadow-people" \\'ho sought to be 
. inconspicuous 
Jud Suss shows a great deal of scorn and self-irony, combined with 
: be\vilderment. After painting this portrait he concludes 
, is gnawing al me ןThc: drc:an 
. As Ihe sc:a devours Ihe land 
, You .... ,ho see clearly, see Ihrough 
, Take me like grains in )'our fiSl 
.... Or like an egg against the light 
. And 1 am Gamzu's descendant 
. He was a timid Je\v 
, And now he stirs up riots in my dreams 
, Sleals my voice for blasphemies 
•. esh חAnd \vants 10 claim his pound of 
(30-34) 
Interprelc:r of drc:ams. 
Dra\v from me a slalk. 
Try me 
Like barley at a fair. 
Gamzu returns to haunt his rebellious heir. as Jud Suss inhabits Teller's 
poem. The poetic voice denounces both the dishonesty and the passivity he 
-perceives in Jewish life; repressed desires rise up against the Gamzu tradi 
e of his ancestors, Teller's Jud Suss וtion. Unable to merely continue in the lil 
also recalls Shakespeare's vengeful Shylock. Follo\ving the continual waves 
. itism, Jud Suss proclaims a break in the tradition of acceptance ןof anti-Sen 
e eighteenth-century personality next takes on Teller's perspective in וTI 
1937, anachronistically or emblematically referring to t\ventieth-century 
: pogroms in Kishinev, Proskurov, and Brisk 
(41-44,51-54) 
Interpretation is itself an issue in Teller's poems: they invoke Freud as the 
master of dreams \vho should be able to discover the meaning of cultural 
-phenomena. In the Nazi period, ho\vever. Jud Suss can no longer rest con 
-tent with knowledge of the origins and ancestry of "civilization and its dis 
er of psychoanalysis to וcontents." This persona poem calls on the fatl 
explain this moment of crisis, or at least to interpret the violent \vay in which 
1," the Wandering Je\v's nephew and Gamzu's grandson, feel compelled to " 
. respond 
Through the imagined voice of Jud Siiss Oppenheimer, Teller probes the 
interrelationships between himself. Freud. and Judaic traditions. This poem 
is Teller's invocation to the vanquished Freud at the same time that it 
merges the Viennese Freud with the legend of the \Vandering Jew. A latter 
version of the poem asserts that "\ve are of one lineage."19 Teller apparently 
, In the wee hours wilh a Gentile girl 
conjures up my violated sisters נHe [Gamzu 
,) Kishinev, Proskurov, Brisk ( 
. And my limbs rage to rape 
(35-38) 
c:ller, "Family Speaks Its Mind Before Sigmund Freud," in D/lrkll 19ז. Scc Yehuda Le)'b 
. 16 idi.,11I1 g(,/l/il. p. 112, linc: ". 
Even apart from this anachronism, Jud Suss sounds like the poet-
ps)'chologist Teller \vhen he comments: "The still-unspoken syllable terri-
fies me, / That which I never yet have guessed" (39-40). Freud's "talking 
cure" traced mental illnesses to unacknowledged thoughts, wishes, traumas, 
longings. Thus the poem, analogous to a psychoanalysis process of free 
association, strives to overcome resistances and facilitate expression of \vhat 
has been repressed. 
Until this point, the mock-psychoanalytic intervie\\' places Sigmund 
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boots of the storm troopers tread upon the streets of Vienna. Austrian 
utter חwomen already walk arm-in-arm with the conquerors. Swastikas 
above all the buildings." The remainder of the article recalls the history and 
current state of the Jewish community in Vienna. Teller describes Chassidic 
. courts alongside anti-Semitism and poverty under the Schuschnigg regime 
Several aspects of Teller's portrait are also present in a contemporary poem 
he wrote, "Hitler's March into Vienna." His ne'vspaper article refers to 
: Vienna's traditional role as leading city of Galicia. Hungary, and Bohemia 
Jewish students. bookkeepers with tSI'jkers aJ der noz and ,vith leather " 
". purses under their arms, dreamed of studying at the University of Vienna 
/ Similarly, the poem calls Vienna the "dream-city of Galician students 
, The news account describes the second district 2נ ". With tSI'jkers aJ der noz 
Leopoldstadt: "That area is from older times, from ghetto times .... The 
These signs also haunt ".ו! nerjs וand daytsh !וsigns-a mixture of loshll ko)'des 
Torah. and trade" (17). Even .ו! erjS וו{ 1וes of da)'tS ןthe poem. creating "fun 
more striking is the poem's subsequent image: "Alleys with grotesque lights 
and shado'vs / Search for the \Vailing Wall" (18-19). This allusion to the 
aarol'j corresponds to a sentence in the newspaper -וחJerusalem ko)'sl 
account: "The streets and alleys in this area are medieval, and wander up 
-and downhill, as if they were searching for the Wailing Wall."24 The paral 
-lels attest to the close interaction between the 'author's poetic and prose \vrit 
ing. Yet it is impossible to determine whether the poem or the news report 
as written first; it is as true to say that the poem contains journalistic ' .... 
• elements as that the news report contains poetic elements. 1 n other .... ·ords 
-the language of the t\VO juxtaposed texts is continuous rather than diametri 
. cally opposed 
To,vard the end of the same article, Teller recalls his visit to Berggasse 
. 1937 during May 
J remember a day in the office ofProfessor Sigmund Freud. A small man, with 
. a stone-gray face, with cJever Jewish eyes and a vc:st buttoned up to his tie 
of human נThe grc:at psychologist, the great expert on thc: souJ, the seer [choze 
t is a city whose senses are "ו: depths. He dropped a remark about Vienna 
identifies ,vith the characters in his poem, and brings them together in an 
. effort to come to terms with anti-Semitic destruction 
-Not until almost a year after his actual meeting ,vith Freud. on the occa 
IIISS. did Teller produce ne .... ·spaper articles about Freud !וsion of the Allsc 
and the Jews in Vienna. The Ne\v York Yiddish ne .... 'spapers followed the 
-news from Vienna ,vith banner headlines, and emphasized the Jews' pre 
 carious position. On March 13, 1938, the front-page headline of Derו 1ו orglו
H זzhllfnal ran: "HITLER PROCLAIMS AUSTRIA'S ANSCHLUSS WI 
RIA זhe next day the headline announced: "AUS ז". GERMANY 
O זLER BEGINS זE IN HITLER'S EMPIRE / HI זA זBECOMES A S 
IMPLEMENT DECREES AGAINST THE JE\VS OF AUSTRIA." On 
: March 15, the headline concentrated entirely on the Je\\'s' situation 
he next ז". I-JE\VISH LAWS ARE PROCLAIMED IN AUSTRIA זAN " 
-I זday brought the ne'vs: "AUSTRIAN JE\VS ARE DEPRIVED OF CI 
ZENSHIP." The s)'nopsis in large type includes the (incorrect) report that 
') Famous Scholar Freud [is] Among those Arrested." The article, not b " 
Teller, begins: "Vienna, Tuesday-The entire force of the Nazi catastrophe 
that has occurred in Austria has fallen upon the Je\vs. The Nazis have ne\'er 
before sho,vn such brutality in Germany itself as they no'v do to the Jews of 
Austria." And the far-right column contains a photograph of Freud .... ,ith 
the caption: "Dr. Sigmund Freud / Famous Jewish Scholar Arrested in 
Vienna." The story goes on to refer to the "82-)'ear-old famous Je,vish 
-psychiatrist, Professor Sigmund Freud, ,vho is so ill that his family had ,vith 
o Such ~ held from him the ne,vs concerning the Nazification of Austria." 
9, ,vith וreports led Glants-Leyeles to publish an essay in Der rog on March 
1 They no doubt also ~ the title: "Sigmund Freud under Hitler's S'vastika." 
-inspired TelIer to .... 'rite the poem "Sigmund Freud at the Age of Eighty 
". Two 
ol וrוlu }; וorgl 11ו schluss ,vith Germany. Der ווImmediately following the A 
, printed an article by Teller entitled "The Je\vish Community of Vienna 
Which Now Stands in the Shado'v of Hitlerism."22 Teller did not witness the 
he "ז: ages ןNazis' arrival, and he could only invoke salient, representative in 
n 23,ו. "Hillcrs 3raynmarsh kcyn Vin." in Lider !un der ISa}·I. pp. 31-33. and in Durkh )'idis 
ikl'rs apparcntly ן'genlil. pp. 94-95, lincs 45-46. Hcnccforlh cilcd by linc alone. The word IS 
. rcfcrs 10 pince-ncz 
. 3 . March 14. 1938, p 24.ן. Der nlorgn =hurna 
. March 16, 1938, p. 6. In f3CI. Freud \\'as cighty-onc 20.ן. Dl'r nlorgn zhurna 
21. A. Glants, "Sigmund Freud untcr Hitlcrs svastika," Dl'r log. M3rch 19, 1938, pp. 33nd 
7. 
22. Y. L. Teller, "Di }'idishe kchilc in Vin vos shtc}·t itst untcrn shotn fun hitlc:rizm," Dl'r 
. 3 . M3rch 14. 1938, p ן.nlorgn zhuma 
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streets of Vienna! ... It seems that the barbarism on the Viennese streets is 
more horrible than the barbarism \vhich Freud discovered in the mythology of 
ancient peoples. 
already completely dulled. Such a condition borders on madness." Nazi 
rule-that is the madness that hung over Vienna like a nightmare even a )'ear 
ago. 
Birds scream .... ·ith M ama 's voice. 
Papa thro\vs himself beneath the wheels. 
A frog crawls out of Ihe young boy's hair. 
Do )'ou recall Ihe dream of litlle Sigmund? 
eller wrote another article for Der ז. Later in the week of the Anscllluss 
horn to the Nazis in Vienna as \vas Einstein in זorgn zhurnal: "Freud a חI 
e11er's reactions to ne\vs that Freud's house זhe article expresses זs .בייBerlin 
he Nazis ז. had been searched by the Nazis and that he had been arrested 
e11er ז; c1aimed to be searching for "\veapons" in the psychoanalyst's home 
ironica11y comments that "Freud's .... ·orks are the greatest weapons against 
 H itlerism. Whoever is familiar with Freud's interpretation of mentallife caח
attempts a brief חeller the ז". easily understand the apparent riddle of Hitler 
. alytic explanation of Hitler and Nazism חpsychoa 
ews arrived that Freud חhe last in this series of articles appeared \vhen ז
og marked the ןLondon. Der חhad escaped Austria and had arrived safely i 
-ts חevent with an editorial on June 7, 1938, together with an essay by Gla 
 Leyeles: "Sigmund Freud's Revengeביי. 6ז he follo\ving day, in Der 1110rglו
eller also returned to this subject: "Sigmund Freud, Driven Out of ז• al /וlur ןz 
eller begins his article \vith a paragraph suggesting ךביי.זVienna by the Nazis 
the way in which a future biographer will conclude his "description of 
Freud's last years": "Unable to stand the air in Hitlerized Vienna, Professor 
Freud left the city on June 4, 1938 .... He left Vienna without financial 
he ז". means and with a study on the Bible in the light of ps)'choanalysis 
: eller's own voice זarticle continues in 
-eller's "Psychoanalysis" cycle draw from these observa זSeveral details in 
tions, especially in regard to the elements of name-calling and fear. Other 
significant points of contact are the rem arks concerning Freud's apolitical 
28 ." stance and his "study on the Bible 
eller published the poem ז, Soon after Freud's eighty-second birthday 
wO."29 He no\v imagines -זentitled "Sigmund Freud at the Age of Eighty 
. e year follo\ving their meeting, after the Nazis had invaded Vienna חFreud o 
USS ן 1ןMay 6, 1938) than the AIISC (חסhe occasion was less Freud's birthday ז
two months earlier, and the subsequent harassment and persecution of 
eller leaves New York behind in order to imagine the זo .נAustrian Jews 
situation and mental state of Sigmund Freud at the time of Hitler's march 
he opening strikes a dreamy, irreal note, employing rhythmic ז. into Austria 
. d troches חlines that alternate bet\veen pentameter and tetrameter, iambs a 
his metrical irregularity, in a sequence of one-line sentences, gives the ז
. impression of troubled fragmentation 
(1-4) 
Alluding to both Freud's childhood and his professional case studies, the 
he first line hints at an ז. poem prepares the scene of the Nazis' arrival 
s (1900): "It וon o! Drean ן;a ןe Illterpre וןanxiety dream that Freud retells in T 
-sleep ווזן,a peculiarly ca וןler wit ןןo ווol'ed I ןY be וwas quite vivid and showed I1 
10 .... Freud ne\'er devOIc:d himself Vienna never appreciated Sigmund Freud 
.... ,ilh a polilical stalemenl .... The political activily; he almost nc:ver came out 
most pathelic Ihing in the dispalches about Freud's deparlure from Vienna 
was Ihe remark Ihal lately he had avoided walking on Ihe slreels of Vienna 
Freud and נ.because he was afraid Ihat someone might call him names [zid/en 
. fear-they don't go together. A\\ of psychoana\ysis is Ihe science of courage 
The great, bo\d spirit, Sigmund Freud, was afraid 10 go OUI onlo Ihe . . . 
ed 28ו. TcJlcr alludcs 10 Der ,\{ann Moses und die I1lonolheislische Rtligion [1937-39), collec 
. 101-246 . in GtSal1I11ltllt li'trkt. vol. 16 (London. 1950). pp 
. 29. "Sigmund Frcud Isu tsvcy un akhtsik yor," first pUblishcd by In=ikh. June 1938, pp 
. 142-143; collectcd in Tcllcr. Lidtr /un der Isayl. pp. 54-55, and Durkh )'idishn gemil, pp 
-118-120. Tr:lnslations are my own, compared with "Sigmund Freud al thc Age of Eighty 
. 529-533 . Two," in Harshav and Harshav. Anltricon Yiddish POtlry, pp 
30. For an accounl of the Nazis' cntry inlo Freud's housc. scc Ernesl Joncs, Tht Life and 
. 218-219 . IYork 0/ Siglllund Freud (New York. 1957), vol. 3, pp 
25. Y. L. Tcller, "Frcud a dorn di Nazis in Vin vi Einstcin iz gcvcn in Bcrlin," Der IIlorgn 
cd in thc samc ncwspapcr וzhurnal, March 17. 1938. p. 3 and 10; the idcntical essay was rcprin 
. on the following day, possibly as the result of an cditorial error 
. 6 . 26. A. Glanls. "Sigmund Frcuds nekome," Der log. Junc 7, 1938, p 
. nol וr, 27. Y. L. TcJler. "Sigmund Freud vemen Nazis hobn fartribn fun Vin," Dl'r I1lorgn :h 
. 7 . June 8, 1938. p 
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(12-16) 
e bed by ווd p/aced onlo l וal ווlo lhe rOOI ,וg carried i וg !acia/ e;'(pression. beil וil 
'''O (or lhree) peop/e "'ilh birds' beaks."31 Freud recalls that he dreamed this ~ l 
uenced by depictions of Egyptian gods with חat the age of seven or eight. in 
eller significantly begins his poem of an ז. bird beaks in the Philippson Bible 
-historical trauma. then. by referring to the anxious "dream of little Sig 
-he distance between Freud's dream (1863-64) and his interpreta ז". mund 
tion is reproduced in the gap bet\veen Freud's published interpretation 
eller suggests ז• eller's allusion (\938). With five succinct \\·ords 1900ז) and ( 
that no\v. at the age of eighty-t\vo. Freud is thrown back to his childish 
nightmares. Even if he has learned to interpret phobias. such as in the case 
eller alludes in the subsequent lines-Freud זof Little Hans 32-lo which 
. cannot escape a partial return 10 an almost childish helplessness and fear 
he poem next describes the aging master. initially from the standpoint ז
: of his rational self-control 
eller's poem questions basic Freudian assumptions. Psychoanalysis. as ז
-Freud envisioned it. is largely ahistorical. apolitical. and relatively uncon 
-cerned with cultural differences. "Sigmund Freud at the Age of Eighty 
wo" shows the limitations of this attitude. in light of the Nazis' rise to ז
. power. Beyond self-control. other forces threaten destruction 
But in the eaves of nightly rest 
. RU5tles the fear of death 
, ight, like "'ind among the trees חLike birds in 
: Everyone has grasped it 
. P3triarchs. w3rriors. and holy men 
-Even Freud's mcthods cannot abolish the noxious aspects of human experi 
alos. While Freud himself ווence. such as thc dark impulses Freud called lha 
eller situates the ז• chose to associate his young science \vith Greek myths 
, more primordial fears in a biblical contexl. referring to the last da)'s of Isaac 
. beguiled by his son Jacob 
Not e\'en Rebekah did the blind Isaac trust; 
\\'isely did the aging Jacob speak, 
I\nd tears lilled up his e)'es 
\\'hen he wanted to enliven his old thigh 
\Vith the touch of Joseph's young hand. 
Now. 3t the age of eighty-t\vo. 
His nights are dry and clear 
And grate \\'ith silence. 
Sleep has been purilied; 
The complexes smoked out. 
Every fe3r is sh3ckled. 
E\'ery fright is bolted up. 
(5-11) 
(17-21) 
-hese biblical references to Isaac and Jacob place the aged Freud in narra ז
tive contexts that undcrline the weakness associated with old age. "Joseph's 
young hand" is also the hand and power of the biblical dream interpreter 
33 . vith \vhom Freud sometimes identified \ 
In this instance. Freud encounters a danger that is far more specific than 
eller's fantasy. based on זthe universal struggle against death. According to 
reports that Freud was afraid to leave his home lest he be called names. the 
. appearance of the Nazis in Vienna forces upon Freud a new recognition 
eller's Freud has been sheltered from the po\itical ne\vs. yet he senses the ז
. disaster when he looks out from his \vindow 
hrough his self-anal)'sis, Freud has presumably worked through his o\vn ז
icts. In connection \\'ith the חneuroses and resol\'ed his unconscious con 
anxiety dream he relates. the middle-aged Freud even commenls that he has 
-o sub "ז• not had any dreams of this kind for decades. As the poem asserts 
-his para 5 \ 52- (.ז ( " han Charcot's hypnosis ז/ jugate oneself is more 
icts. \vhich חphrases a Freudian view: hypnosis cannot cure underlying con 
instead demand more thorough treatment by the psychoanalytic "talking 
". cure 
. rkt'. vol. 2/J. p. 488n ~ W וו~san,,,,e ~ ulIg. chap. 6, sec. H. in G וTrauII,deu ~ JJ. Sce Di 
-' ulIg. in the Ge.,all וTra/lmdeu ~ 31. Translatc:d rrom chap. 7, sec. D, orSigmund Frc:ud's Di 
te Jf'erke. vol. 2/3 (London, 1942), p. 589. Compare Miron's comments in his introduction וn,e 
. 51 . to Tellc:r's Alil'khar shirill'. p 
iihrigen Knabcn" (1909). in נr32. Sc:e Sigmund Frc:ud. "Anal)'se der Phobie eines riin 
• Gt'sall/llle!te Werkt', vol. 7 (London, 1941), pp. 243-377. The lirst English tran51ation \\'a5 pub 
.) 1925 • lished in Freud's Co!!t'cted Papers. trans. Alice Strachey and James Strachey (London 
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numerous contacts between Judaic origins and Freud in Vienna. Referring 
to Freud's psychoanalytic theories, Teller \\trites that 
As Adam named the animals, he namcd every malicc, 
\Vrote his o\\'n commcntary 
On Cain and Abel and thc binding of Isaac. 
But no\V, like thc Patriarch who relishcd his son's frcsh catch, 
Hc appreciates the simple Hebre\v-Yiddish: 
0,1, Esau, Goy. 
It is not death. To trail death boldly 
Hc has already learned 
To gird up his loins, 
Locking his knees in armor. 
(36-41) 
It is something else, and just as old . 
By day he pecred out from his window, 
Saw the saluting hands. 
Thc Swastika. Hc smelled \vith his shrewd nose 
The old bad blood 
In young Ar)'an louts. 
Freud's ps)'chological "commentary" (Iiterally his "Rashi," an e)'gene111 
Raslli) provides novel explanations for Cain's hostility and Abraham's 
near-sacrilice. He is like the aging Isaac who blesses Jacob instead of the 
lirstborn Esau, thus intensifying-at least in a rabbinic tradition-the 
archetypical dichotomy between Je\\'s and non-Jews. \Vith the return of 
Teller's Freud reappropriates the ancient terms by \vhich ך,itisn ךanti-Sen 
 Je\vs ha\'e separated themselves from inhospitable surroundings. The poenך
: ends with Freud the rationalist expressing his hatred of the Nazis 
(22-31) 
(53-56) 
The poetic voice explodes the narro\v, ps)'choanal)'tic \\'orld-vie\\' by 
-imagining Freud's predicament in Yienna. This encounter \\'ith Nazism epi 
tomizes the crisis of \\'orld Je\vry in the t\\'entieth century. Teller tries to 
imagine Freud's state of mind bet\\'een March and May 1938, confronted by 
a force of evil that is directed against him precisely as a Jew. The reference to 
ge arier-sllkotsilll) provides direction for the וlll יט" oung Aryan louts ')" 
in Teller's imagination, Freud's gaze has alighted on ך:remainder of the poen 
e Nazi youths \vho \\'ere brought to Yienna in trainloads to salute Hitler's וtl 
. arch רtriumphal n 
The subsequent lines of the poem represent Freud's reactions. He re\'erts 
to traditional, often pejorative epithets, repeatedly emplo)'ed by Je\\'s in 
reference to Gentiles. As if to counter the anti-Semitic cliches leveled 
against the Je\\'s, Freud returns to stereot)'pical Hebrew and Yiddish \\'ords 
: of separation and scorn 
Sigmund Freud at the age of eighty-t\\·o 
Climbs out of the S"'astikas, repeats: 
Hilman. 0,1. Esau . Goy. 
e self-analyzed Freud, \vith his "complexes smoked out," rises to the וEven tl 
occasion \vith a vigorous response to the Nazi intruders. Teller projects 
upon Freud a radical turn that is analogous to the ne\v tone of Teller's 
. poetry 
Early in 1941, in connection with Teller's third book of poems, Shmuel 
Niger referred to the change that was occurring in Yiddish letters: "Those 
who demand relevance from poetry, who want the poet to get involved in 
-politics, and \vho maintain that he must react-at least to major, extra 
ordinary events of the time-can have no complaints \vith today's Yiddish 
le Age ןs o! t וpoets. \Vith the exception of Mani Leyb, all of them \vrite Poell 
J4 An entire ".נ or simply occasional poems (tsa)·t-lider נlIl der tsayt וjLider ( 
Sl,ko/sin,. In Hebre,,'-Judisch-Yiddish 
Those whose name he bears ha\'e 
. Che\ved the \\'ord likc Illalse. kneaded it like khale 
-e ןBraided it likc a candlc for hal'do 
. 0,1. Esau, GO)t 
(32-35) 
Teller's Freud-despite his enlightened science of psychoanalysis and his 
Yiennese culture-can only fall back on an archaic litany that separates him 
from non-Jews. Apart from this language of scorn, the poem insists on 
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enduring signilicance in his poems dealing with Sigmund Freud and Jud 
-Suss. 8eyond merely employing journalistic details in his poems, he incor 
. porates Freud into an elaborate mythology, a reworking of Jewish history 
-Even \vhere \'erse and prose employ identical verbal constructions, the con 
text alters their meaning. Moreover, only a relatively small number of 
eller's news articles have echoes in his poetry; a strict principle of selection ז
eller did not ז: was at work. And in some cases the poetic text had priority 
write a prose account of his lirst visit to Freud until live months after he 
. published his poem on Jud Suss during his lirst visit to Freud 
eller produced some of the most incisive ז. As poet and journalist, Y. L 
erican-Yiddish writing in the period leading to the רand committed An 
Second World \Var. While other Ne\v York poets reacted to history in 
eller created directly and indirectly from his unusual travels ז, general terms 
eller cultivated a style ofne\vs reporting that focused on 1939 .ז in 1937 and 
-individual perceptions, and simultaneously wrote poetry that was increas 
-ingly based on sUbjective voices under the impression of catastrophe. Dis 
parate literary forms came together in Lider jun der 15a)'I, and collided with 
1 )) such force that-perhaps for lack of any clear means to reconcile the /sa 
ider, or the times and timelessness-this book in effect marked the ןvith the \ 
. eller's poetic career at the age of t\venty-eight זend of 
Emory Univc:rsity 
Atlanta, Ga. 
generation of poets gave expression to its traumatic encounter \\'ith the 
. return of anti-Semitic violence 
eller's זRecurring phrases, motifs, images, and experiences associate 
-eller was intensely a\vare of the growing anti ז. poetry and journalism 
-Semitism and made it a primary theme of his verse and prose. He particular 
Iy identilied with the educated, assimilated Jews of Vienna, of \\'hom Freud 
as the foremost representative. In his efforts to grasp the meaning of recent '\\ 
events, he invoked the interpreter Freud, at the same time questioning 
hether-under present circumstances-Freud would have to modify his '\\ 
psychoanalytic outlook. Freud's apolitical posture had become increasingly 
eller \vrote poems that drew the political crises inward, to their ז; untenable 
. center 
-eller's literary \vork in the late 1930s is an extreme case of the inler ז
dependence of journalism and poetry. Numerous poems relate directly to 
bet\veen 1937 and 1939; e\'en more ןa וrוarticles published in Der Illorgen zl,u 
-effective are the poems in the "Psychoanalysis" c)'cle, \\·hich con\'ey Lhe his 
-torical andjournalistic background indirectly. Ephraim Auerbach ackno\\'I 
eller was occasionally successful in Lider jun der /5a)'I, but he זedged that 
he journalistic reality is "ז: objected that journalism rarely benefiLs poems 
much stronger than journalisLic poeLry, and therefore, it seems to me, poeLry 
must distance itself from journalism with ten )'ears of fantasy, in order to be 
able to look into it afterwards with e)'es that sec deeper, and glimpse eternity 
-age recurs in poetic and jour רin events." JS Sometimes an actual phrase or in 
eller \\'as most original and successful \\'hen events ga\'e זnalistic texts, but 
. rise to highly mediated inspirations 
eller's Lider jUII der 15ayl demonstrates Lhe benelits and hazards of a ז
eller ז, poet's close dependence on historical occurrences. On the one hand 
was able Lo reestablish the link bet\\'een Jewish literature and history that 
had been challenged by the introspectivists; on the other hand, his verse \\'3S 
-sometimes overburdened by the immediacy of its response. 36 Auerbach sug 
gests that poetic imagery can add little to the sensational effect created by 
eller accomplishes imaginative transformations of זfactual reports. Yet 
. og, March 9,1941. Quolc:d from the collection ofcrilical appreciations in Tcllcr 34ו. Dt.'r 
. 237 . p ו.Durkh )'idishn gt.'n,i 
 Ephraim Auerbach, "Af dc:r vogshol," Dt.'r .35זז' orgn zhurnal, Decembc:r 10 , 1940 ,.זי 1- .
36. Sc:c: Miron's introduction 10 his c:dition of Teller's poc:ms, Mi"khar shirill'. pp. 16 und 
. 60 
